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Coughing up white mucus can be alarming, but when it’s chronic and lasts for more than a
few days, it can be even more unnerving. In most cases, mucus is a. There are a number of
reasons of coughing up white mucus . For most cases, home remedies and over the
counter treatments work well, but be sure to take note of any. Home » Current Health
Articles » Coughing Up Excessive Phlegm (Mucus, Sputum) from the Throat Coughing Up
Excessive Phlegm (Mucus, Sputum) from the Throat. 15-9-2003 · For many years I have
had a problem where after every meal I immediately begin choking and coughing , which
can last for a good half hour or more. It feels. Home » Blood and Immunity » Coughing and
Spitting Up Blood or Bloody Mucus Coughing and Spitting Up Blood or Bloody Mucus .
Posted by Jan Modric On the contrary, you are quite sick. Coughing up blood can be a
serious symptom. If the amount of blood is small with slightly tinged mucous, it is probably
just. If you are coughing up green mucus , it actually means that whatever illness you had is
coming to an end. If you see yellow mucus , it means that your immune system is.
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10-4-2014 · Mucus is something everyone has, and some people wish they had a lot less
of the stringy, gooey stuff. Sure, it can be gross to blow globs of snot into. Home » Current
Health Articles » Coughing Up Excessive Phlegm (Mucus, Sputum) from the Throat
Coughing Up Excessive Phlegm (Mucus, Sputum) from the Throat. 5-8-2016 · Coughing
up White Mucus . When a person is healthy, his/her mucus is transparent. However,
inflammation because of cold or allergies tend to change the. On the contrary, you are quite
sick. Coughing up blood can be a serious symptom. If the amount of blood is small with
slightly tinged mucous, it is probably just. If you are coughing up green mucus , it actually
means that whatever illness you had is coming to an end. If you see yellow mucus , it
means that your immune system is. There are a number of reasons of coughing up white
mucus . For most cases, home remedies and over the counter treatments work well, but be
sure to take note of any. Home » Blood and Immunity » Coughing and Spitting Up Blood or
Bloody Mucus Coughing and Spitting Up Blood or Bloody Mucus . Posted by Jan Modric
Coughing up white mucus can be alarming, but when it’s chronic and lasts for more than a
few days, it can be even more unnerving. In most cases, mucus is a.
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15-9-2003 · For many years I have had a problem where after every meal I immediately
begin choking and coughing , which can last for a good half hour or more. It feels. There are
a number of reasons of coughing up white mucus . For most cases, home remedies and
over the counter treatments work well, but be sure to take note of any. On the contrary, you
are quite sick. Coughing up blood can be a serious symptom. If the amount of blood is
small with slightly tinged mucous, it is probably just.
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Aug 12, 2014. This collection of mucus is more prone to infection. The main symptom is a
cough which produces a lot of phlegm (sputum). Treatment often . For most healthy people,
coughing does not cause the expulsion of mucus. However, when there is copious
amounts of mucus then it can be coughed up as . Sep 9, 2015. While coughing up only a
little clear phlegm is considered normal, larger amounts of phlegm may indicate a
developing infection. This occurs . Dec 10, 2008. Large amounts of yellow or green mucus
tend to be a sign of bacterial. And sometimes, blood might discolor phlegm from coughing
or a bad . Nov 7, 2016. What are the signs of phlegm problems? Phlegm is a thick, slippery
and sticky substance produced by the throat, bronchial passages, and.
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